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Sports betting is one of the fastest growing industries in the
world due to recent, softening legislation surrounding it. Many
US states, and even entire countries, are starting to realize the
potential tax revenue they gain by allowing sports betting
(and other forms of gambling) to flourish in their respective
jurisdictions. The size of the metaphorical pie is increasing
and everybody wants a slice, but industry giants and archaic
processes are standing in the way of mass adoption.

Bundlesbets aims to be an up-and-coming sportsbook that
will help to revolutionize this space by focusing on the
improvement of the user experience, helping to educate new
bettors, and by leveraging the strengths of blockchain
technology. We believe offering more value to both seasoned
and beginning bettors through various channels, will both
accelerate adoption and help the sports betting industry run
into the future.
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10% CAGR expected through 2030
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world through 2021 
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world through 2021 

It's hard to get exact figures on global betting, due to every form of
gambling being lumped together in the terms of revenue, but there's a
somewhat accurate consensus that currently over $120 billion is
wagered worldwide on an annual basis



There’s an expected annual growth of 10% through the next
decade, meaning the US alone is on track to wager over $100
billion by 2030. There’s also a growing interest coming from a
younger demographic, with the age range of 18-36 expected
to more heavily enter the betting world in the coming years.
This opens the door for betting platforms to improve their
offerings and marketing strategies to cater to the next
generation of gamblers.

So, how can Bundles Bets compete with the current giants of
the industry? 

Companies that are spending a whopping $1 million+ on
marketing to grab as big of a percentage of the current and
growing players pool as possible. By offering more financial
incentive to experienced bettors and ushering in prospective
newbies with simplified offerings and a focus on education,
including our Bet-to-Earn initiative. We’re also ushering in
American bettors in Web3 by being one of the first Web3
betting platforms to get US licensing.





Whether you’re talking about casinos or online books, players
typically face different problems in the financial department.
Often when a player is on a “hot streak”, books will limit their
bet amounts and volume. Bundles Bets will never limit
someone's volume or wager size, as we believe the experience
should favor the users.

 Typically deposits and withdrawals can take a long time as
well. Most online books will take days for a withdrawal to clear
their platform, and they will sometimes make the user jump
through hoops uploading personal documentation and other
information. In places like Las Vegas customers have to
physically go into the casinos (even though they bet with
apps) to handle money management, which can also make
large bettors uncomfortable (carrying around that amount of
cash). By using the Blockchain and our $BUND token users
will be able to move funds instantly between our platform
and their wallet.



As stated before, dealing with centralized casinos and online
sportsbooks requires the user to have vulnerable
documentation floating around in cyberspace or in a casino.
Having your bank account, credit card number, and other
financial information vulnerable to hacks is not ideal for many
people. Using the $BUND token for betting means you’ll never
have to give us your banking or other financial information.

If you regularly frequent a casino you’re aware that every
single price is inflated due to paying the overhead for how
much it costs to run a casino. We believe Metaverse Casinos
will offer bettors an environment as engaging as actual
casinos while cutting costs for the customers by a wide
margin. Paired with how seamless it is to bet using
Blockchain, Metaverse Casinos are going to be the next
evolution of gambling. Bundles Bets aims to bring their
gambling into the Metaverse in the near future, and to help
usher in this next evolution of igaming.





Whether you’re talking about daily fantasy, fantasy sports,
sports betting, or even casino games, gambling in general can
be intimidating for those with no experience. The majority of
sports bettors are not profitable long-term. Everything is fun
when you’re making money, but the industry can be brutally
hard for those that are losing. We want our platform to be
enjoyable for all and want everyone to have their chances to
win.

One of the biggest barriers to entry for new users is learning
all of the betting terms and how all of the different types of
bets work. We believe that the best way to onboard
prospective users to gambling is through proper education.
Bundles aims to introduce what we call, "Bet-To-Earn" (B2E),
an initiative for users to learn to bet through content we
publish while also “paper betting” with $BUND tokens that
have no value (play money). Users will also be able to earn
real-value $BUND tokens based on their performance.



On top of educating prospective gamblers to help them learn
how to properly participate in all forms of gambling, we
believe in having offerings that are easy to learn and
participate in. This is why our first offering will be our custom
pools. With these, users can participate in various buying level
tournaments where the only thing they need to do is pick
team A or team B. No crazy lingo. No math or odds. Easy
enough for anyone with zero experience to participate in.





Casinos and online sportsbooks give out a ton of bonuses and
promotions, as the allure of “free” money is usually enough to
gain new customers and to keep current ones coming back
for more. The problem with most of these bonuses and
promotions as that they usually have very strict stipulations
the bettor must adhere to to actually get this “free” money.
One example are deposit bonuses. You typically see online
sportsbooks offering 100% matches on deposit bonuses,
meaning whatever the user deposits, the casino will give
them the same amount of $ for “free”. These almost always
have a play through requirement of 100-500% or more,
meaning, to get the “free” money from the casino, you have to
bet through all of the money you deposited (or more). All of
these bonuses and promotions are designed to allure bettors
to their platforms, but most users don’t ever actually see these
funds. As with everything else, the system is designed to favor
one entity and one entity only: the house. While Bundles Bets
is of course a business, we want to take care of our users. We
do need to turn a profit to pay all of our overhead, but outside
of that, we want to create the best experience for bettors
possible. If you’re a long-term bettor (like multiple team
members at Bundles) the best possible “reward” for players is
reduced juice. The juice is what can turn a breakeven bettor
into a winner, or a slight loser into a slight winner. We want to
offer a VIP system where the top tier is COMPLETELY JUICE
FREE with their gambling. This is the ultimate reward for a
betor.



Our mission isn’t to scale to continue to line the pockets of a
few of the higher ups; we want to scale to be able to create an
amazing platform that users WANT to use over all others. A
platform that has the user experience in mind more than
squeezing another $0.01 out of every single customer. As we
scale, it will become easier to get reduced juice. As we scale
rewards and bonuses will become higher and higher. Along
with scaling, rewards and bonuses will also grow higher and
higher.

As stated above, one of the shady tactics that casinos and
online books use to keep their bottom line as high as possible
is to put limits on profitable bettors. We will do everything we
can to REWARD our profitable and/or high-volume bettors in
our ecosystem. We want our entire community to flourish as
much as possible.
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The $BUND Token
 While the platform will evolve to allow multiple currencies for
betting, the $BUND token is the currency users will have to
bet with to qualify for juice-free betting, higher point earnings,
higher value DFS tournaments and pools, and many other
perks! The $BUND token is basically the VIP token for the
ecosystem, and as we evolve more utility will be added and
rewards will be increased.
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Circulating supply increase over the course of 27 months
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https://twitter.com/Bundlesbets
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